
Chapter 13: Oligopoly and Monopolistic Competition

 "Anyone can win unless there happens to be a second entry"

 Challenge: Airline Frequent Flier Programs

 Are airlines worse off having FFPs than if they did not have them?

 How do frequent flier programs affect airline ticket prices?

 Oligopoly - a small group of firms in a market with substantial barriers to entry

 The price each firm sets depends on the prices of other firms in the market - makes the

profit-maximization more difficult

 Oligopolistic firms can act independently or coordinate their actions

 Cartel - a group of firms that explicitly agree to coordinate activities

 By forming a cartel, and behaving like a monopoly, the members collectively earn the

monopoly profit; cartels are illegal in most developed countries

 Oligopolistic firms that act independently may earn positive economic profits in the

LR, unlike competitive firms

 In some markets, even after entry has driven profits to zero, each firms still faces a

downward-sloping demand curve → firms can charge prices above MC

 Monopolistic Competition - a market structure in which firms have market power but

no additional firm can enter positive profits

13.1 Market Structures

 Markets differ according to

 Number of firms in the market

 Ease of entry of new firms

 Ability to differentiate products

 Strategic dependence or independence to rival behavior

 Market Power

 In every market structure, however, the profit-maximizing quantity is at MC=MR

 The four main market structures are:

 Monopoly

 Oligopoly

 Monopolistic Competition

 Perfect Competition

13.2 Cartels

 "A thing worth having is a thing worth cheating for"

 Firms have incentives to form cartels, limit quantity, increase prices, raise profits

 They do not always work → government bans them in many countries; cartel

members always have the incentive to deviate from the cartel

 Why Cartels Form

 "People of the same trade seldom meet together, even for merriment and

diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or some

contrivance to raise prices" A. Smith



 Cartels can form in markets that would otherwise be competitive, but usually form

in oligopolistic markets

 A cartel takes into account how changes in one firm's output affects the profits of

all members of the cartel; chooses smaller output than competitive equilibrium

 If all firms in a market are price-takers, the competitive price they choose is where

MC = p

 But, if the firms work together, they can lower output to where � � = � � and

thus maximize profits; firms must all do this together

 The less elastic the demand curve faced by the cartel, the greater the price and the

greater the benefit from cartelizing

 Laws Against Cartels

 US passed Sherman Antitrust Act in 1890 and the Federal Trade Commission Act

of 1914 - prohibits explicit agreements between firms to ↓ competition 

 Virtually all industrialized countries have antitrust laws or competition policies

 However, cartels still exist, because:

 They are legal in some countries

 Some illegal cartels operate believing they can avoid detection

 Some firms are able to coordinate activity without explicitly colluding

 OPEC is an international cartel formed in 1960

 Many firms believe that even if they get caught, the punishments will be small

 Only explicit collusion is illegal; setting monopoly-like prices and tacit collusion

are not illegal

 EU and US fines have increased dramatically in recent years; cartel whistle

blowers will receive immunity from federal prosecution

 Application: Catwalk Cartel

 Why Cartels Fail

 Cartels fail if non-cartel members can supply consumers with large quantities of

goods!

 Each member of a cartel has an incentive to cheat on the cartel agreement by

producing more output than agreed upon

 Although with the cartel � � = � � for the entire market, � � ≠ � � for each

individual firm

 As more firms leave the cartel, the cartel price falls. Colluding firms act like a

dominant firm facing a competitive fringe.

 If enough firms quit, the cartel collapses

 Maintaining Cartels

 Detection

 Allowing firms to examine each other's books

 Divide the market by region or customers → easier to detect cheating 

 Using industry organizations to detect cheating - data on firms' market shares

 "Low Price" ads - possible method to detect cheating on cartel agreements



 Enforcement

 Special clauses in contracts: If a company cheats by cutting prices, it has to

lower prices for all previous buyers as well

 Another way is through threats of violence

 Government Support

 Sometimes governments can create & enforce cartels

 1944: US, European governments created a cartel to fix prices for int'l airline

flights and prevent competition

 Barriers to Entry

 The fewer the firms, the easier it is to detect a cheater

 A 1974 study showed that the average number of firms in a cartel was 7.25

 When new firms enter the market, cartels frequently fail

 That is why barriers to entry are important to maintaining cartels

 Application: Bail Bonds

 Mergers

 If antitrust laws prevent collusion, firms may merge instead

 Realizing this, US laws restrict mergers if they would be anti-competitive

 The EC is active in reviewing and often rejecting mergers

 However, not all mergers are bad - the ones the result in more efficient production

are desirable

 Application: Hospital Merges - Market Power Versus Efficiency

13.3 Non-Cooperative Oligopoly

 There are many different models of non-cooperative oligopolistic behavior with

different equilibria; depends on market characteristics

 Three most famous models to be examined here:

 Cournot Model: firms simultaneously and independently choose quantities

 Stackelberg Model - leader firm chooses quantity and follower firms then choose

quantities

 Bertrand Mode - firms simultaneously and independently choose prices

 Start by making three simplifying assumptions:

 Firms produce undifferentiated goods

 Illustrate each model for a duopoly - an oligopoly with two firms

 Assume that the market lasts for only one period

 Equilibrium - no firm wants to change action given choices of other firms

 Nash Equilibrium - no firm can obtain a higher profit by choosing a different action,

holding other firms' choices constant

13.4 Cournot Model

 Introduced by Antoine-Augustin Cournot in 1838

 Start by Assuming: two firms; identical costs; identical products; set quantities

simultaneously



 Cournot Model of an Airlines Market

 Two airlines compete for customers - how many will each airline choose to carry?

 We need to find the Nash-Cournot equilibrium (Nash-in quantities equilibrium)

 Nash-Cournot Equilibrium - a set of quantities chosen by firms such that, holding

the quantities of all other firms constant, no firm can obtain a higher profit by

choosing a different quantity

 Start with market demand curve and determine residual demand curves → use this 

to determine best response function → determine equilibrium quantities  

 When a firm determines its residual demand curve, it will act to maximize its

profits given that curve

 A firm wants to change its behavior if it is selling a quantity that is not on its best

response curve; in equilibrium, each firm is on its best-response curve

 Any pair of outputs other than that at the intersection is not a Cournot equilibrium

 Knowing the market demand and the marginal cost for each firm, we can calculate

the Cournot equilibrium for the two airlines:
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 Solving these, we find the equilibrium quantity for each firm, the total quantity,

and the market price

 The Cournot Equilibrium and the Number of Firms

 We have just seen that the price to consumers is lower if two firms set output

independently than if they collude; price ↓ as the number of firms ↑ 

 From Chapter 11 and Appendix 13A, we can write a typical Cournot firm's profit-

maximizing condition as:
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 � is the market elasticity for demand, and � is the number of firms

 We derive this because � � = � (1 + 1/� � ) and � � = � �

 As the number of firms grows to infinity, we get the condition that � = � �

 Lerner Index: (� − � � )/ � is a measure of market power - a firm's ability to raise

price above marginal cost (p.473-4)

 So, having extra firms in the market benefits consumers a lot

 Application: Air Ticket Prices and Rivalry

 The problem is not only a low number of firms in a market, but also whether one

firm is dominating a market with many firms



 The Cournot Model with Non-Identical Firms

 If MC's vary, then best-response functions will as well

 The relatively low-cost firm produces more in equilibrium; as long as products are

not differentiated, both charge the same price

 If one firm's marginal costs decreases, its best-response function shifts outward

 A shift in marginal cost for a firm does not affects its residual demand curve, and

so its marginal revenue is the same as before.

 Differentiating a product → firms make demand curve less elastic → price ↑ 

 Giving "desirable" attributes, advertising; spurious differentiation

 If consumers think products differ, the Cournot quantities and prices will differ

 We replace the single market demand with the individual demand function in the

Cournot Model

 Remember, for a linear demand curve, the marginal curve is twice as steeply

sloped as the demand curve

 Application: Bottled Water

 Most dramatic recent example of spurious product differentiation - firms convince

consumer that their products differ through marketing

13.5 Stackelberg Model

 Now, we modify the Cournot model to account for one firm being able to make output

decisions firms (leader)

 The leader knows the follower will always follow its BR function, so it can

manipulate the situation to its own advantage

 Stackelberg Graphical Model

 The residual demand curve of the leader will be the market demand curve minus

the BR function of the follower

 If the final equilibrium has output higher than Cournot and price lower than

Cournot, consumers have reason to prefer the Stackelberg equilibrium

 Total profit will probably be less in Stackelberg than under Cournot

 Why Moving Sequentially is Essential

 The key is that when the firm move simultaneously, one firm's warning that it will

produce a large quantity is a non-credible threat

 The second firm may not believe it, and since the first firm does not know for sure

that its strategy worked - both will end up producing Cournot equilibrium

 Strategic Trade Policy

 If a country's government intervenes, it can make its domestic firm's threat to

produce a large quantity credible → Stackelberg equilibrium  

 By providing a per-unit subsidy which effectively cuts a firm's marginal costs, the

government can lead to a Stackelberg outcome

 Five conditions must hold for such subsidies to work as desired:

 Subsidy must be set before firms choose output levels

 The other government must not retaliate



 The government's actions must be credible

 The government must know enough about how firms behave to intervene

appropriately

 The government must know all the relevant facts about the firms

 Since governments intervening may cause both countries to suffer, the GATT and

WTO forbid the use of all explicit export subsidies

 Application: Government Aircraft Subsidies

13.6 Comparison of Collusive, Cournot, Stackelberg and Competitive Equilibrium

 The Cournot and Stackelberg equilibrium quantities, prices, and profits lie between

those for competitive and collusive equilibria

 We can denote all possible collusive output combinations as "contract curve"

 The cartel profits are the highest level of profits the firms can earn

 Under cartel, total welfare is lowest and the deadweight loss is the highest

 We can show that the Stackelberg equilibrium approaches the price-taking

equilibrium as the number of Stackelberg followers grows

 The differences between Cournot, Stackelberg and price-taking market outcomes

shrinks as the number of firms grows

 Application: Deadweight Losses in the Food and Tobacco Industries

 Industries such as cereal, flour, and grain mils have relatively large DWLs

13.7 Bertrand Model

 However, the market equilibrium will be very different if firms set prices rather than

quantities

 If oligopolies set prices and the consumers choose quantity, we get a NE

 Nash-Bertrand Equilibrium - (Nash in-prices equilibrium) a set of prices such that no

firm can obtain a higher profit by choosing a different price if the other firms continue

to charge these prices

 As it turns out, the solution of the Bertrand equilibrium is very different from Cournot

 Bertrand Equilibrium with Identical Products

 In the resulting Bertrand equilibrium, price for each firm equals MC

 We can show this using the BR functions; each firm undercutting price by a little

 The Bertrand equilibrium when firms produce identical products is the same as the

price-taking, competitive equilibrium → zero profits 

 The Bertrand Model appears inconsistent with real oligopoly markets in 2 ways:

 The "competitive" equilibrium price is implausible - why compete so

vigorously?

 Implausible because the equilibrium price is insensitive to demand conditions

and the number of firms - not realistic

 It seems more likely that when products are identical, firms set quantities



 Bertrand Equilibrium With Differentiated Products

 "Why don't they make mouse-flavored cat food?"

 Many economists believe price-setting is much more plausible with differentiated

goods

 Cola Market

 The Bertrand BR curves - plot relationships between prices - slope upward

(contrary to Cournot curves) → a firm charges a higher price the higher the price 

of its rival

 With differentiated products, demand is less elastic → Nash equilibrium does not 

have to be where the MCs equal the price

 Although differentiation can lead to higher prices, the benefits of more consumer

choice may more than offset this

 Application: Welfare Gain from More Toilet Paper



13.8 Monopolistic Competition

 Monopolistically competitive markets have no barrier to entry; earn zero profits

 The difference with competitive markets is that here firms have downward-sloping

residual demand curves → charge price > MC; few rivals or differentiated products

 The fewer the firms in the market, the more inelastic the residual demand curve

 In the SR, if fixed costs are large and MC are constant or diminishing, firms have

economies of scale → relatively few firms in the market 

 Monopolistically Competitive Equilibrium

 Each firm maximizes profit, but makes zero profit due to entry; two conditions:

 Marginal revenue equals marginal cost

 Price equals average cost

 Minimum Efficient Scale (full capacity) - the smallest quantity at which the

average cost curve reaches its minimum

 A monopolistically competitive firm operates at less than full capacity in the LR

 Fixed Costs and the Number of Firms

 The larger the fixed costs → smaller number of firms in the market 

 The lower the fixed costs, the ore firms there are in the monopolistically

competitive equilibrium

 It is possible for there to be profits in monopolistic competition if the market is

small such that addition of one more firm will push everyone into losses

 Application: Zoning Laws as a Barrier to Entry by Hotel Chains

 More stringent zoning laws raise entry costs and thereby reduce the number of

hotels and rooms, leading to higher price and lower welfare

 Challenge Solution: Airline Frequent Flier Programs

 If each airline has its own loyal customers who belong to its FFP, each airline

raises its price in equilibrium because each faces a less elastic demand curve

 FFPs cause prices to rise both because demand has become less elastic and

because MC has increased

 In the end, it is not certain whether airlines have benefitted or not from FFPs -

depends on the costs and revenues




